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Concerned Stockholders of Surge Components
concernedsurgestockholders@gmail.com
+1-507-86SURGE (507-867-8743)
November 7, 2016
Dear Fellow Stockholder of Surge Components, Inc.:
HELP US FIX SURGE — VOTE THE WHITE PROXY CARD
We are Brad Rexroad and Mike Tofias. Both of us are long-term stockholders of Surge Components, Inc. (“Surge”),
with Mike owning shares for over 12 years and Brad owning shares for almost four years. Together, we own
approximately 22% of the outstanding common stock. As major stockholders, our interests are completely aligned
with yours.
Like you, we have been frustrated by Surge’s poor performance. We patiently waited for things to improve. We
suggested strategies and alternates to management, all of which fell on deaf ears. Things are not improving, and it is
time for a change.
As recently as a few days ago, Surge offered to buy our shares to make us “go away.” Surge has made that offer to us in
the past, and we have turned them down each time. We have no intention of selling our shares unless Surge offers the
same deal to ALL stockholders.
WE BELIEVE THAT THERE IS SIGNIFICANT ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT AT SURGE. That is why we
nominated ourselves to serve on the Board of Directors (the “Board”). We have also made three proposals for
consideration at the upcoming annual meeting that we believe will be helpful in improving Surge’s corporate
governance, which we believe to be shockingly poor. We are both spending tens of thousands of dollars and hours of
our time in support of improving Surge for the benefit of all stockholders. We would both be highly qualified,
independent voices on the Board and able to offer the perspective of significant, independent stockholders. We will
look at all decisions with a fresh perspective and open minds, and we have no preconceived notions about the “right”
future direction for Surge.
HELP US IMPROVE SURGE! 

Please sign, date and return the enclosed WHITE proxy card
to cast your vote in favor of electing new directors at Surge. 

SUSTAINED, LONG-TERM POOR PERFORMANCE
Surge’s record of underperformance could not be clearer:
•
Over the five years preceding August 26, 2016 (when we first went public with our concerns), Surge’s stock price
declined by 17%, while the S&P 500 and Russell 2000 indices have produced returns of 105% and 92%, respectively.
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•
Over the 20 years prior to August 26, 2016, Surge’s stock price dropped by 85%, while the S&P 500 returned 375%
and the Russell 2000 returned 387%.


•
As of August 1996, shortly after Surge’s initial public offering, its book value per share was $1.28. Twenty years later,
as of August 2016, its book value per share had declined to $1.22.

Stockholders should not tolerate more years of poor performance and squandered opportunities.
POOR CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
•
We have repeatedly urged the Board to use its surplus cash — all of which is your money — to repurchase a large amount of
stock through a tender offer.

•
Given Surge’s thin trading volume, we believe that a tender offer is the most efficient and effective way to
meaningfully return capital to stockholders.

•
The $500,000 repurchase plan that Surge announced in November 2015 has been woefully mismanaged, as Surge has
repurchased only $23,000 worth of stock through August 2016.

•
Surge’s actions support our belief that management and the Board do not ever intend to meaningfully return the
approximately $7 million of cash — almost 70 cents a share! — that Surge has been hoarding.

MANAGEMENT AND THE BOARD HAVE BEEN RICHLY REWARDED
IN CASH AND DILUTIVE EQUITY FOR THEIR POOR PERFORMANCE
Over and over, Surge has richly rewarded its senior management team for its dismal performance:
•
For the fiscal year ended November 30, 2015, Chief Executive Officer Ira Levy and Vice President Steven Lubman
received aggregate non-equity compensation of  $818,763, while Surge’s earnings were just $857,785.

•
Over the 20 years ended August 2016, Messrs. Levy and Lubman received aggregate non-equity compensation in
excess of  $10 million, in addition to significant equity compensation. During that same period, Surge lost a
cumulative $11 million. And that is just the compensation that Surge had to report publicly. For fiscal years 2004 to
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2007, Surge did not publicly report its executive compensation amounts.

And the Board has continued to dilute you:
•
For the two years between October 2014 and September 2016, Surge’s shares outstanding increased by 11%, with 75%
of that increase attributable to management and the Board granting themselves stock and exercising stock options.

•
Since 2010, the Board has granted itself and management options and stock amounting to roughly 12% of Surge.


2
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•
What have you received in return for this dilution, other than stock performance that has meaningfully lagged the S&P
500 and Russell 2000?

SHOCKINGLY POOR CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Surge’s corporate governance is, in our opinion, shockingly poor. Consider:
•
Surge maintains a classified board of directors under which directors stand for election only once every three years.
We believe that it is self-evident that each director — your representatives on the Board — should stand for election each
year.

•
Surge has refused to provide us with customary information that would allow us to communicate with our fellow
stockholders. We believe that Surge is legally required to provide us with this information. We have been forced to
sue Surge to get it. Why does Surge not want us to communicate with you?

•
Just after we announced our proxy contest, the Board adopted a poison pill with a low 4.99% triggering threshold. The
Board claims it is to protect Surge’s net operating losses (“NOLs”). If these NOLs are so valuable, why did Surge and the
Board wait until just after we nominated ourselves to the Board to protect them? Why not do this a decade ago when
the value of the NOLs was even greater? Furthermore, all of Surge’s NOLs expire over the next four years, and we
believe that it is highly unlikely that all of the NOLs will be utilized.

•
To add insult to injury, Mr. Lubman made several well-timed purchases around the time that the poison pill was being
adopted. Just days before adoption, Mr. Lubman made five open market purchases for 38,140 shares. We believe that
these are the first open market purchases of Surge’s common stock that Mr. Lubman has ever made, and they were
completed days before the poison pill was adopted! None of these purchases would have been permissible had they
occurred after the adoption of the poison pill.

•
Surge and its Board are entangled in numerous related-party relationships and transactions.

◦
Surge rents its corporate headquarters from Great American Realty of Jeffryn Blvd., LLC, an entity owned by Messrs.
Levy and Lubman and Marc Siegel, Mr. Levy’s former brother-in-law.

◦
Director Martin Novick is a partner at Great American Realty.

◦
Director Lawrence Chariton is a consultant to Great American Jewelry.

◦
Mr. Levy’s former father-in-law, David Siegel, was one of the founders of Great American Electronics.

◦
What is the relationship between all of these Great American entities?

•
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The Board continues to employ an “independent” auditor that also performs personal tax work for Messrs. Lubman and
Chariton, as well as a company owned by Mr. Chariton’s wife. We believe that this is a blatant conflict of interest.

WE WILL WORK TIRELESSLY TO IMPROVE SURGE
•
We will both be highly qualified, independent voices on the Board. As the owners of approximately 22% of Surge,
our interests are completely aligned with yours.

•
We will bring a sense of urgency to the Board and are dedicated to enhancing stockholder value, whatever path that
may take.

•
We believe that Surge should evaluate whether there is a value-maximizing transaction available for stockholders,
such as through a sale of Surge to a third party. We intend to advocate that the Board fully inform itself on the
available options.

•
If elected to the Board, we will join with no preconceived notions about the “right” future direction for Surge. Rather,
we will take a fresh look at everything with the goal of maximizing
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stockholder value. We have no intention of pursuing a “fire sale” of Surge, and for Surge to state otherwise is reckless.
As the owners of approximately 22% of Surge, we have a vested interest in maximizing the value of our investment,
not taking the first offer that comes along. We have been patient, long-term stockholders and that will not change.
•
If elected to the Board, we will each waive any compensation payable to us as directors. Just like you, we will only
make money if the stock appreciates in value.

HELP US FIX SURGE — VOTE THE WHITE PROXY CARD
As two of the largest stockholders in Surge, we are investing significant amounts of our time and tens of thousands of
dollars of our own money to bring you a choice at this year’s annual meeting.
As recently as a few days ago, Surge offered to buy our shares to make us “go away.” Surge has made that offer to us in
the past, and we have turned them down each time. We have no intention of selling our shares unless Surge offers the
same deal to ALL stockholders.
We believe in Surge. But we have lost confidence in the current Board as the proper stewards for our company. For
too long, the Board has tolerated management’s continued underperformance while rewarding management and the
directors with generous cash and equity compensation. The Board has also tolerated unacceptable conflicts of interest,
such as renting Surge’s corporate headquarters from an entity owned by Messrs. Levy and Lubman. It is time for a
change on the Board.

Protect the value of your investment in Surge
by signing, dating and returning the enclosed WHITE proxy card. 

DO NOT VOTE THE GOLD PROXY CARD
FROM SURGE, EVEN AS A PROTEST VOTE. 

Very truly yours, 
/s/ Brad Rexroad /s/ Mike Tofias 
Brad Rexroad Mike Tofias 
For additional information or assistance, please contact InvestorCom, the firm assisting us in our solicitation of
proxies:

InvestorCom
65 Locust Avenue, Suite 302
New Canaan, CT 06840
Stockholders call toll-free: (877) 972-0090
Banks and brokers call collect: (203) 972-9300
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements contained in this letter may constitute “forward-looking statements.” Stockholders should be aware
that these forward looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond
our control. Except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking
statements.
4
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